
Mission Statement
Year Update

Recognizing a growing demand, we have 
expanded our group-based tutoring 
offerings. In the past year, we facilitated 
1,722 individual checks for drop-in 
tutoring sessions, as confirmed by 
EAB Navigate. This not only reflects 
substantial demand but also underscores 
the popularity of our collaborative 
learning environment and the need for quality academic tutors who have undergone additional training.

Our one-to-one tutoring program has served as a cornerstone of academic support services, with 
254 scheduled appointments. This personalized approach has proved invaluable, fostering deeper 
understanding and promoting academic 
growth. Notably, 192 students 
participated, achieving a commendable 
76% show rate.

For the 22/23 Academic Year, Study Jam tutoring leveraged mixed delivery methods, EAB Navigate, 
and social media to promote academic support for our catalog of services. From introducing tutors 
via Instagram to partnering with the OSS Tech Team to utilize Navigate for one-to-one tutoring 
appointments and messaging, this year was a year of refining successful pilots and learning from other 
successful interventions. 

UNIQUE STUDENTS SERVED = 408
STUDENT SESSIONS = 1,919

Utilization

Key Programs and Services

Study Jam is a key component in the Office for Student Success tutoring and 
placement success network. Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesday evenings and 
at various times during the middle of the day throughout the semester, students 
meet in the Lommasson Center for free, peer-based tutoring. Students may seek 
assistance for over 40 sentinel courses in 12 academic disciplines during 
these sessions. Together, peers work as members of a learning collective to develop 
knowledge and build skills.

Study Jam supports undergraduate students’ progress toward degree completion by facilitating 
no-additional-cost-to-students, peer-led, group tutoring. In a collaborative learning environment, 
Study Jam helps students succeed in sentinel coursework through guided exploration; responsive, 
curricular-based learning strategies; and informal study communities. Study Jam also fosters a 
proactive, academically nimble, lifelong learner.

Study Jam Group Tutoring
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Study Jam Tutoring remains committed to enhancing services, adapting to evolving needs, and fostering 
an inclusive, supportive learning environment. Our success in one-to-one appointments and increasing 
demand for group-based tutoring motivates us to continue refining and expanding our offerings. Our 
focus will continue to look for ways to increase tutoring utilization during summer sessions; to improve 
the Academic Tutoring Internship as a way of supporting peer tutors; and to recruit and train qualified 
tutors in collaboration with faculty and staff. 

One-to-One Tutoring Appointments

Group-Based Tutoring

Future Directions and Ongoing Commitment
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